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I. OVERVIEW
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Key Conclusions 1
 Watershed project that sets an important precedent

 Model for other development 
 Could trigger the “urbanization” of Belmont.

 Tax benefits to Town were overstated – may be less than 25% of original claims
 Net impact important while developer focuses on gross revenues.
 Gross revenues overstated, and shrinking.
 Assumptions on costs are too conservative.
 Existing taxes, and potential reductions from abutting properties ignored.

 Size, scale and mass understated
 Questionable assumptions in calculations.
 Presentation hides the true mass.

 Many of the claimed reductions in size don’t hold up to analysis 
 Against an inflated, artificial starting point that was not formally proposed and not fully compliant 

with code.
 Changing assumptions.
 Elimination of interior, at-grade, public space from calculations appears to drive most recent 

claimed reductions.
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Key Conclusions 2
 Impact on existing and mom-and-pop retail is mixed

 New customers, but development pressure on other Cushing parcels likely to trigger 
rising rents.  Parking may also be inadequate.

 Overlay retail configurations more suited to chain stores.
 Good for commercial landlords, bankers, realtors; but could be problematic for stores. 

 Risks to town must be mitigated
 Influx of school-aged children or sale of property to non-profit university undermining 

financial benefits to tax base.
 Opaque deal structure.
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Guiding Principles
 Precedent Matters.  Decisions on Cushing Village are precedent-setting for other, pending large 

developments in Belmont.  Precedential concerns include:
 Allowable size and scale.
 Respect for town oversight boards.
 Ability for Town to withstand developer threats so it can carry out its required oversight functions.

 Appropriate scale does not mean unprofitable.  Inappropriately large scale is not needed for a project 
to be profitable.
 Belmont is a valuable community in a good location, and there is not that much developable land left.
 The development team has no interest in being forthright on project breakevens; claims on needed scale and cost to 

build should be viewed with appropriate skepticism.

 Large scale developments will shape the town for the next century
 They will have large impacts on residents and their quality of life.
 Residents have the right to voice their concerns over inappropriate scale or misleading developer claims.

 Real transparency on projects is needed
 Clearly illustrated trade-offs with accurate, verifiable analysis.
 Transparent ownership structure.
 Objective renderings and models.
 They will have large impacts on residents and their quality of life.
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Urbanization: Belmont Residents Chose 
Their Homes With a Preferred Density

 When selecting a community, options abound:
 Cambridge: 15,755 residents/sq mile
 Arlington: 8,216 residents/sq mile
 Belmont: 5,316.9 residents/sq mile
 Acton: 1,018 residents/sq mile  (Developer’s home 

town)
 Concord 682 residents/sq mile
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 Population density determines whether a town 
feels like home

 We all made a choice to live in Belmont based, 
in part, on density

 Residents are understandably concerned about 
the urbanization of Belmont that will result if 
developer builds at his desired scale.

Source: Slide 27, Cushing Village Presentation to Planning Board, 2/28/12.



II.  FINANCIAL AND TAX 
CLAIMS
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Project Revenues to Town: 
Framing the Assessment Properly
 Increasing property taxes matters, but gross increases are meaningless.  

Incremental contributions must deduct:
 Payments from the affected parcels at current valuations.
 New costs a development will put on the Town.

 For comparing project options, Town also needs to focus on the 
incremental taxes from one option versus another.
 How much more net taxes will town get from inappropriately-scaled 4-story 

building than from one that complies with the design standards?
 Is that incremental gain worth the change in the quality of life for residents, 

and impacts on other future developments?
 Will there be surprise offsets – if, for example, immediate abutters see values 

decline and request abatements?
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Project Revenues to Town: 
Gross Tax Claims Have Fallen Sharply
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Gross Property 
Taxes from Project

($/year)

Claims by Developer
April 14, 2008 - Citizen Herald Editorial 1,000,000               
January 27, 2010 proposal 864,692                  
February 2012 proposal 670,000                  
Assessor estimates
July 2011 EDAC presentation (120 units) 424,000                  
Mar12 plan* (142 units) 531,000                  
Apr 12 Assessor update (130 units)** 556,000                  

*CSNA used the Assessor's tax projection worksheet assumptions from their July 2011 estimate, updated
for the project configuration submitted in March 2012 by the developer, along with updated tax rates.
**Sharply increased rental rate assumptions relative to Jul11; low income units also eliminated.



Project Revenues to Town: Net Property 
Taxes Small Fraction of Original Claims
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Deductions from 
Gross Tax Claims

Adjusting gross to net tax revenues
    Less existing property tax payments (includes municipal lot) (70,301)                  
    Less incremental educational expenses (Developer's estimates) (120,000)                 

Scenario Units in Scenario Net Increase
% of Developer's  

2008 Claims
Developer, PB submittal, winter 2012 142, no low income 479,699                  48.0%
Assessor, Apr12, higher rent 
assumptions**

130, no low income 365,699                  36.6%

CSNA update of Jul 2011 Assessor 
estimates*

142, 20% low income 340,699                  34.1%

Assessor for EDAC, Jul 2011 (120 units) 120, 20% low income 233,699                  23.4%

*CSNA used the Assessor's tax projection worksheet assumptions from their July 2011 estimate, updated
for the project configuration submitted in March 2012 by the developer, along with updated tax rates.
**Sharply increased rental rate assumptions relative to Jul11; low income units also eliminated.



Project Revenues to Town: Tax Impact of 
Properly Scaling Buildings is Small
 Eliminating top floors to meet design standards will reduce property taxes 

(and educational costs) by about 25%:  
 $90-$150k per year, or $9 - $16 per household.
 Actual reduction may be even less; 4th floor has fewer sf than other floors.
 Rebid of town’s solid waste and recycling contract in 2011 saved more than 

this.
 Negative fiscal impacts from underestimating schooling costs, or building 

sale to non-profit, MUCH more significant.
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Incremental revenues foregone by adopting an appropriate scale of construction
Total Per Household

Relative to Developer's estimates, March 2012 149,925                  15.41                   
Assessor Apr12 estimate applied to 
Mar12 design w/out top floor 121,425                  12.48                   
Relative to Assessor's estimates, July 11 88,425                   9.09                    



Project Revenues to Town:
Some Concluding Thoughts
 Developers have an incentive to overstate the financial benefits to a town 

from their project.
 Belmont needs to focus on thoughtful build-out of its parcels.

 This will be in the long-term best interest of the town both in terms of fiscal 
and quality of life returns.

 The gross tax claims frequently reported on are meaningless.
 Financial impacts need to be compared on a net basis across options, not in 

an “all-or-nothing” scenario.
 The revenue loss from properly scaling the Cushing redevelopment is minor.  

 The majority of the one-time gains highlighted by the developer will also 
be realized with an appropriately-scaled project.
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III.  SIZE, SCALE, AND MASS
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Measuring Project Scale: 
More Accuracy Needed
 Floor-to-area ratio commonly used.

 Building square footage of floor space/lot size.
 Focus should be on each metric of suitability rather than maximum allowable FAR. Developer  

likes to focus on maximum allowable FAR rather than treating it as one metric of suitability.
 Calculation details matter.  The Horne Rd easement should not be counted as part of the lot size; 

not should the floor-space be ignored in order to reduce reported FAR.
 Building height

 Peak height of roof is a large factor in how tall a building feels.
 Developer  reports only mid-point of roof, using slanted roof lines of two or more stories to bring 

this value down.  Peak roof height is also quite important and needs to be clearly reported.
 As with FAR, maximum allowable height is not a right, requires a special permit, and must comply 

with broader design standards.
 Percentage of building at 4 stories

 Should be easy to pull from design software.
 Has been requested of the developer multiple times, yet data have never been provided.

 Building volume above grade provides another useful perspective on building mass.  
Developer has excluded relevant space from calculations, masking real trends. 
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Too Much FAR: 
Cushing Overlay Much Higher than the Norm
 2.75 - 3.0 – Maximum allowable FAR in Cushing Overlay District.  Lower-end 

limit is for a 3-story building; upper-end limit is for a four story building.
 Town consultant who came up with the 3.0 FAR did not have a specific reference supporting a 

value that high.  This consultant is now working for a realtor representing the developer.
 Even former project partner Arthur Klipfel (Oaktree) remarked that a 3.0 FAR was probably too 

high for Belmont (CSNA public informational meeting, 3/31/10).

 1.5 to 2.5 – MA model bylaw for a Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Overlay 
District.  
 Lower-bound: by right; upper bound: by special permit.  Higher than 2.5 only in urban areas.
 Transit districts considered in developing the guidance were actually for much higher density 

venues like train stations, not a mere bus stop.

 1.5 - Proposed maximum allowable FAR for structures within 100 feet of a 
residence, Belmont’s draft South Pleasant Street Planned Village Development 
District, July 2011. 

 Maximum values are not guaranteed rights; they are subject to extensive 
review and integration with a variety of competing factors.
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Cushing Village FAR:  Correcting the 
Calculation Increases FAR to 2.5
 2.11 – Reported FAR by developer at 13 March 2012 Planning Board Meeting

 2.14 – Our calculations of FAR based on data submitted by developer to the Town
 FAR = square footage/lot size

 The developer reduced the square footage by excluding an interior, though ground-level, parking lot within the 
Hyland building.  The lot certainly increases the building’s above grade mass, and the exclusion of the lot does not 
seem to be allowable under Belmont’s zoning laws.

 The developer increased the lot size by including the end of Horne Road, an easement granted for open space, in 
order to boost the mass on the other parts of the site.  This may also not be allowable. 

 2.5 – Corrected FAR once the interior lot area is included in the numerator and the end of Horne Road is 
excluded from the denominator.
 It is possible that there are other elements of the above-grade mass that the developer has also excluded.  If so, they 

would further increase the FAR values.
 Reductions to Hyland and eaves on other buildings suggested on 3/27 and 4/17 have not been quantified by the 

developer.  They may reduce our adjusted FAR somewhat, though developer stated verbally that unit counts remain 
unchanged.  Thus, mass may have been shifted elsewhere and not been eliminated.

 The FAR of Cushing Village is significantly higher than reported, and would not meet proposed FAR 
guidelines in other overlay districts in the Town.  

 The Planning Board is required to ensure compliance with overlay by-law’s design standards. 
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Building Mass Reductions Since 2010: 
How Accurate are the Claims?
 Has the Project Been Scaled Down? 

 The developer has repeatedly argued that he has dramatically scaled down his project. 
 Using a simple schematic never formally proposed, the 2008 proposal established an artificially 

high “baseline” against which other  proposals would seem like compromises.  
 Frequent comparisons to a maximum conceivable structure under the FAR routinely ignore the 

controlling design standards of the overlay district by-law. 

 What About Square Footage? 
 Detailed numbers were last submitted by the developer at the 3/13/12 PB meeting.
 According to the developer, his current submitted design is roughly 19,000 sf less than in 2010.
 However,  80% of this reduction (more than 15,000 sf) looks to be an exclusion of the ground-level, 

interior parking within the Hyland building from his tally of square footage – not real reductions in 
the building’s scale.

 This excluded area contributes to visible building mass and site coverage in the same way as any 
other interior, above-grade use of space does.

 Suggested changes to the Hyland Building and roof elements were submitted in April, but 
developer has not provided updates on associated building massing.

 It is the building’s overall above-grade mass that is the core concern of neighbors 
and others about this design 18



Masking the Mass:  
The Far-Away View
Showing a building straight-on, but from far away, makes it seem much 
smaller.

Source: Cushing Village presentation to Belmont Planning Board, 
3/13/12.
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Masking the Mass: 
Home on the (Belmont?) Range
We perceive size relative to other objects. This 200,000 square foot structure (value includes ground-level 
parking in Hyland building) will overshadow most of Cushing Square.  Viewers have no context from images 
presenting the building as though it is the only structure on a large (imaginary) plain.

Source: Cushing Village presentation to Belmont Planning Board, 
3/13/12.
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Masking the Mass:  Never Look Up
By focusing on only one or two stories of a much larger building in the images 
presented, an artificial sense of human scale is created.  This would disappear if the 
full height of the structure were shown (as it is when we walk by a real structure ).

Source: Cushing Village presentation to Belmont 
Planning Board, 3/13/12.
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Masking the Mass:  
Show the Alleys from Up in the Air

A passageway surrounded 
on two or more sides by 
45-55 foot buildings can 
feel oppressive.  Passing 
through this space at the 
top of the second-story of 
the buildings, rather than at 
ground-level, reduces the 
sense of being over-
whelmed by the structures.  
This was the approach used 
by the devloper in its 
virtual “reality” tour of the 
site.  But in real reality, we 
walk, not fly.

Source:  Cushing Village Virtual Tour, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUjr-uXL1Hg, 
accessed 20 March 2012. 22



Masking the Mass:  Mature Timber
Lush, green trees jutting 
up four stories help to 
soften they way a large 
structure feels.  All of the 
imaging includes such 
amenities.  The only 
problems are that the trees 
will take decades to reach 
this size; probably don’t 
have enough space in the 
development to grow so 
large; and are not 
evergreens, so will be bare 
half the time anyway.Source:  Cushing Village Virtual Tour, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUjr-uXL1Hg, 
accessed 20 March 2012.
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Questions of Height: Buildings are Much 
Taller than Roof Mid-Points Suggest
 As was done with the FAR and the building mass, a variety of techniques have 

been used to make the buildings seem shorter than they really are.
 By right building height in the Cushing Overlay is only 28 feet and two stories.  
 Special permits “may be allowed” under certain conditions for 36 feet (3 stories) and 

48 feet (4 stories).
 Height is at the discretion of the town’s oversight boards; it is not an inherent right to 

the developer.
 Problems with information presented about building height:

 Building schematics do not show accurate height values. 
 Long, slanted roofs to reduce the midpoint of the roofline.
 Views from the street understate height for the Hyland Building.

 Technical compliance is driven by the mid-point.  However, the peak roof height, 
and the percentage of the structure at or near that peak, drives how big it feels.
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Height: Printed Dimensions
Don’t Clearly State Heights

• First marker states state 
180.5’.

• Cumulative height of levels 
must be hand-calculated.

• Roof peak not marked; on 
other drawings, line marked 
“roof peak” appears visually 
below the actual peak.

• Some tall elements (e.g., 
Pomona tower) are not even 
marked.

Source: Cushing Village planning board presentation, 4/17/12, 
extract from slide 27. 25



Height: Peak Heights
Much Higher Than Mid-Points

Source: Cushing Village PB presentation 4/17/12, slide 5.

Long, slanted roofs (25’ or more) bring down mid-point used in height 
calculations.  Unlike Hyland Building, the construction with slanted roofs have 
peaks much higher than the mid-points. Third and fourth stories are at the 
discretion of the Planning Board, not guaranteed.
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Winslow - Current Version Earlier Version, but with Height Data

Source: Cushing Village application packet, January 18, 2012.



Height: Peak Heights Not
Accents, but Dominate the Structure

Source: Cushing Village presentation to Planning Board, 3/27/12, slide 12.

On the two buildings with pitched roofs, the top of the roof was above 53’ and covered much of the 
structure in the original 2012 proposals.  They are not accents, like the even higher clock tower is. Slight 
reduction in center parapet height (see Pomona Building below) and height of tower through 4/17/12 PB 
meeting slightly reduce visual mass, but do not change peak heights of structure or the fact that the top of 
the full roofline remains at maximum heights.
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“Roof peak” line at 53.5’ bisects gables 
below their peaks. 

Even with reduced parapet, 
roof line at 48’ or higher for 
most of length.



Despite Apparent Technical Compliance for Special 
Height Permit, the Buildings will Feel Much Higher
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Building 1
(Winslow)

Building 2 
(Pomona)

Building 3 
(Hyland)*

Municipal lot Corner Old CVS site
Reported height by devel. (avg. mid-point)** 42.9 46.5 43
Low-to-high point in drawings, Feb. 2012 56.9 56.5 48
Low-to-high point in drawings, April 2012
Marked peak on drawings below actual 
peak?

Appears accurate. Appears to be; tower 
also ignored.

Much taller from 
Horne Road

Changes in 3/27 and 4/17 presentations

Peaks unchanged; 
some reduction at 
ends.

Peaks remain; 
reduction of about 5' 
in center. 

Mods should 
reduce height; 
backside still high.

Cushing overlay allowances
By right, 2 stories 28 28 28
Special permit under 4.4, 7.4.3, 8.3 36 36 36
  Peak elevation/max height of 36' 158% 157% 133%
  Est. % of roofline above this level ~75% ~100% ~100
Special permit under 8.4 48 48 48
  Peak evevation/max height of 48' 119% 118% 100%
  Est. % of roofline above this level ~25% ~100% ~70-90%

*Large disparity in height and feel of Hyland Building between front view and back view from Horne Road.
**Developer uses multi-story roof lines to bring down mid-points.  However, peak height and percentage
of building at that height largely drive how big a building feels on site.

In feet unless otherwise noted

Insufficient detail to estimate



Height and Mass: Impact of Reductions 
Announced at 3/27 and 4/17 PB Meetings
 Benefits

 Increased step-backs, elimination of top floor on Hyland, 
and pull-back of 4th story gables and parapet on the other 
two are improvements.

 Remaining issues
 Peak heights remain at 55 feet.
 4-story mass continues to dominate most of the project.
 Hyland building from back side (Horne Road) remains 4 

stories or more despite cutting the top floor.
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Hyland Building as Proposed Was 6+ Stories 
When Viewed From Horne Road
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• Line of site 
from Horne 
Road shows 
rise (see red 
lines) of as 
much as 6 
stories, plus 
center tower.

• Even with one 
less floor, 
building 
remains with 
rise of at least 
4 stories.

6+ Stories!



Hyland from Horne Road: Even After 
Latest Revisions it is Still a 5-Story Mass
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1

3

2

5

4

• Note that even at 
highest elevation 
(on right), 
modified 
building is still 4 
stories.

• Good view of 
ground-level 
parking mass 
developer has 
excluded from 
FAR 
calculations.

Source: Slide 26, Cushing Village presentation to PB, 4/17/12.



Despite Reductions at Ends, Winslow Roof 
Height about 52’ for Most of Run
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• Peak building height of more than 56’ remains (bottom on right is lower than “Level 1” start 
line on left).  Heights above 52’ for most of roof line.

• Unlike “roof peak” line on Pomona drawings (page 31), roof line here does touch roof peak.

Source:  Cushing Village presentation to Belmont Planning Board, March 27, 2012.



IV.  DEAL STRUCTURE AND 
CORE RISKS TO THE TOWN
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Project Economics: 
Appropriate Scale is Viable
 Town boards are responsible for upholding Belmont law and regulations.  

They are not tasked with managing the profitability of any particular 
proposal; nor would they ever have the data to do so.

 However, building at an appropriate scale should also be profitable in a wealthy, 
first-tier suburb of Boston.

 Cushing Village redesigns since 2008 cut out large cost centers:
 Underground parking in the sloped area under CVS (mostly rock, and frequently 

referenced in 2010 as the most expensive part of the project).  
 Environmental and other amenities related to LEED certification (Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design) are often expensive.  LEED and sustainability were 
a big part of the Developer’s initial presentations, but are not mentioned at all anymore.

 Shift to rental, likely targeting a student market, is also expected to have resulted in 
down-scaling of interior finishes and materials.

 Low-income units (with lower rent/square foot) assumed to be part of the project by 
the Belmont Assessor’s Office at least through last summer now appear to be gone.
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Project Economics: 
Design Changes have Cut Costs
 Project cost seems to have dropped from $71m to roughly 

$50m, or from $350 per sf of non-parking area to $270 (a 
decline of 22%).  Revenues are up due to the elimination of 
low-income units.

 Stated costs may still be significantly higher than actual costs.
 Developers always have an incentive to overstate costs, particularly to argue 

that they need special permits for a larger building.
 Current profitability claims  may be including sunk costs, such as 

environmental cleanup or buying lots at the peak of the market.
 Profitability projections are also influenced by the developer’s cost of capital 

(large developers with a long track-record can generally borrow at lower 
rates) and target profit margins (on which we have no visibility). 
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Corporate Structure: Background
 Cushing Village is an interlocking set of corporations, mostly based in Delaware.
 Though part of a single Delaware “Series” LLC (Smith Legacy Partners), each parcel is 

owned by a separate legal entity within that Series.  
 Parcels can be developed and sold individually.
 If one part of the project goes bankrupt, creditors can’t touch the other corporations.

 Related companies for operations and management (SLP Operations LLC and SLP 
Management LLC) allow the developer to bill the specific properties for his time and 
services.

 While some participants in each of the corporations are visible in filings, the actual investors 
(LLC members) are not.  Any contingent agreements (e.g., an investor pledges money if a 
particular scale is approved) are also hidden.

 The P&S for the municipal lot requires that changes in corporate ownership be approved by 
the town.  These terms may not be binding until the sale is completed.

 Former partner Oaktree has backed out of the venture, but still appears tied in via the 
Cushing Village LLC, which (as of early 2012) continued to list Oaktree offices as its 
address.
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Project Structure: Risk Mitigation
 There are three main financial risks to the town: large numbers of children, sale of property to non-

profit, and developer bankruptcy.
 Number of school-age children

 Belmont educational costs average $11,600 per child.  More children in the project would reduce net tax gains to 
town.  

 Rental units likely to be among the least expensive ways for people to enter the Belmont School System.
 Data used to estimate children is 12 years old, pre-recession, and suffers from small sample problems.  Belmont 

should assess current properties to update estimate.
 Project should be bonded so town gets payments if more than “x” children enter the public schools.  This is 

possible: Lexington has done it; Mass. General Laws chapters 40R and 40S lays out a method.
 Sale of property to non-profit, most likely a university.

 Property would drop off tax roles; associated costs (e.g., school costs) would remain.
 Configuration of properties (large number of small rental units; no condos; separate legal structures per building) all 

make sale easier.
 Town approval of ownership changes protects town only through project completion.
 Some type of bonding should also be done.  Town Board of Assessors Chairperson Robert Reardon is familiar with 

how to structure these from his work with Cambridge.
 Developer bankruptcy: Some protections in the P&S.  However, developer has not undertaken projects 

of this size before; more attention likely needed.
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Providing Updated Information
 This document provides an initial due diligence review of 

developer claims and submitted information on the Cushing 
Village project.

 We have based our review on information available through 
April 17, 2012.  It will be updated as appropriate, should new 
information become available.

 Comments or complaints should be directed to 
csnabelmont@yahoo.com.  Substantiating documentation 
must accompany any requests for data modifications.
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